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The problem of realizing finite automata such that linear modules may be used in 
various configurations is completely solved. A canonical realization for finite automata is 
given which makes possible linearity explicit. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The question for linear realization of finite automata has been solved in the literature 
(see [7] for a list of references). It has been shown that simple methods from linear 
algebra are sufficient to treat the subject and to give algorithms not only for checking for 
linearity but also for producing realizations of minimal dimensionality if there exist any. 
Only a few authors attack the more general problem of realization with linear parts, 
i.e. [3, 4, 51. In this paper we show how the methods of [7] can be used to solve this 
problem completely without extra cost after failing to produce a linear realization. The 
reader is assumed to be familiar with [7]. 
2. BASIC NOTIONS 
In this section we want to introduce some basic ideas and our notation of them. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A = (X, s, Y, 6, A) is a finite automaton if 
1. X, S, Y are nonempty finite sets 
2. 6 and h are mappings 
6:Xx s-+s, 
h:X x s-+ Y, 
6 and h are extended to range on X* x S in the usual way. 
As a pictorial notation for A we use X -+m--+ Y or 
X 
$-Y 
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or some other arrangement of incoming and outgoing arrows. If X = X1 x X, and/or 
Y = Y1 x Y, we note this for instance by 
If X or Y are singletons, we simply draw m-+ Y or X--+ml resp. We use the 
following notion of composition of automata. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let A, = (X1 x S, , S, , Y1 ,a, , AJ and A, = (X, x S, , S, , Y, , 
6, , A,) be automata. 
Then 
where 
Special cases: 
(4 
if 
for some 8, and x1 . 
if (as above for 1 and 2) 
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Special automaton. X -1N(, (X, X, {y}, 6, h), 6(x, x’) = x, 
X-+ 
Our definitions simply use an arrow from A, to A,, if A, obtains information about the 
state of A, to compute its own next state. The special automaton N is introduced to have 
a notion for “branching”. The notion of “isomorphism”, “homomorphism”, “subauto- 
maton”, “realization”, “ linear realization” and “realization diagram” may be taken from 
[7] or textbooks on automata theory. To use our definitions, we will state two simple 
lemmas without proof. 
LEMMA 2.1. A = (X, S, Y, 6, /\) is isomorphic to 
where 
Ati = (X, 8, t$>, 6, A>, 
A, = (X x S, (s}, Y, 6, h). 
A6 is a one-output automaton and A, a one-state automaton. As a shorthand notation 
we will use -+jJ -+ for one-state automata from now on. 
LEMMA 2.2. A = (X, S, Y, 6, /\) is realized by 
X 
Y 
where 
A,=(XxS,,S,,(~},s,,h,), 
A2 = (X x S, > S, , {9),~2 , h), 
A, = (X x S, x S2 , {$, Y, 6, , U, 
iff there are mappings h,: S + S, and h,: S -+ S, such that h, x h,: S + S, x S, is 
an injection. 
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DEFINITION 2.3. 4 = (X, s, Y, 6, A) is realized with linear parts if it is realized by an 
automaton of the form 
where A, is a linear automaton. 
As shorthand notation we will use -n ---f for linear automata. In this paper we will 
study the possibility of realization with linear parts for a given automaton and an arbitrary 
but fixed field K. 
We want to reformulate our definition somewhat to make it more uniform. 
LEMMA 2.3. A = (X, S, Y, 8, A) is realized with linear parts over K iff there are 
natural numbers 1, m, n and injections h, , h, , h, such that the following diagram commutes 
and some of the mappings i-proj o 8, i = l,..., n, and j-proj 0 A, j = l,..., 1 are linear. 
From this lemma we know that we have to search in the structures defined next, if 
we want to find realization with Iinear parts. 
DEFINITION 2.4. (a) P, :={Q]Q:X+K},(b)P,:==(PJP:S-tK),(c)P,:- 
{RIR: Y”K). 
With the usual operations on mappings, namely, (Pr @ P,)(b) = P,(b) + P,(b) and 
(k P)(b) = k . P(b), the sets Px, P, and P’, turn out to be vector spaces. Moreover, 
the constant mappings form a subspace and we may talk about the factor spaces 5,) 
ff s and [Fr respectively. The spaces so defined are linked by operators, which are specific 
for the automaton under consideration. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let A = (X, S, Y, 6, X) be an automaton. 
(a) n,P(s) : -= P(6(x, s)), for all s E S, x E X* and P E Ps . 
(b) 7$(s) := R(h(x, s)), for all s E S, x E X* and R E [FDr . 
These opearators turn out to be linear ([7]) an d various subspaces related to them will be 
used to characterize automata which have realizations with linear parts. 
DEFINITION 2.6. (a) For all P E P, (R E P’,) we denote by P E IF, (R E ff,) the 
element of [F, ([Fr) onto which P (R) is mapped under the canonical mapping 5’, + [F, 
(h + EY>. 
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(b) PSn:=(P~Ps&?‘=- n**l’, for all x, x’ E X* of equal length up to n}, 
n = 1, 2, 3 )... . 
(c) lFy:=(PEP,)7r$=?r,*P, f or all x, x’ E X* of equal length up to n}, 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
- 
(d) FDSrn := {p E P, 1~2 = G, for all x, x’ E X* of equal length}. 
(e) Pss := (P c PS 1 rzP = rztP, for all x, x’ E X* of equal length}. 
(f) Pr” := (R E Pr ) 2 = 2, for all x, x’ E X* of equal length up to n}, 
n = 1, 2, 3 )... . 
or n=&2 ;;n:={R~PyJ~,R=~G!R, f all x, x’ E X* of equal length up to n}, 
-- 
(b) ’ iii := {R E [FDr 1 78 = rs,R, for all x, x’ E X* of equal length}. 
(i) [Fpr- := {R G Pr 1 ~2 = T$~R, for all x, x’ E X* of equal length}. 
All defined sets can easily be shown to be vector spaces containing the vector space of 
constant mappings. Hence we can speak of the resp. factor spaces lFSm, FJ%, FSm, ffSs-, 
Frn, Fr” and IFr-. 
There is a number of relations between the vector spaces defined (see [7]). 
LEMMA 2.4. (a) PS 2 PS12 PS2 Z? .... 
(b) Py 2 Ppl 2 Pr2 2 *a*. 
(c) P,” c P$, fOY UlZ ?I = 1,2 ,... . 
(d) PYm _C Pm, for all n = 1,2 ,... . 
(e) IP~-Z~P~~~P~~~~~*. 
(f) Py>P;llP;ar)‘*.. 
(g) [FP,-_C~;n,foralln=1,2 ,.... 
(h) Pr- C I&“, for all n = 1,2,.. . 
(i) Psn 2 rr,P’j+l, for all x E X and n = 1,2 ,... . 
(j) Psn 2 T&!+l, for all x E X and n = I,2 ,... . 
LEMMA 2.5. If k = 1 S [, i.e. k is the ttumbe~ of states, then 
(a) Pyk = Pym, 
(b) P-’ = PSoo, 
(c) uy = Py’, 
(d) E$+ = PS’. 
Methods for computing the various vector spaces are given in [7]. 
The last thing to do is to relate mappings to equivalence relations in a very simple way. 
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DEFINITION 2.7. For M E {X, S, Y} we define 
(a) If P E PM , then m, = rrrJfi> iff P(q) = P(e). 
(b) BV’l t..., PJ = n:=,, api . 
0 and 1 are the smallest and biggest equivalence relations respectively. We obviously have 
LEMMA 2.6. If P, C P, C PM, for ME {X, S, Y} then BP, 3 BP, and /3p, = 0. 
3. LINEARITY OF SINGLE COORDINATES 
In this section we will recall the basic theorems from [7] on linearity of single coor- 
dinates. 
THEOREM 3.1. (A) There is a realixution of (X, S, Y, 6, A) such that i-proj 0 8 is 
linear iff 
1. There ure{Q1 ,..., Qm} C Px, {PI ,..., P,) C Ps und{R, ,..., R,} C lady such that 
B(Ql ,..., Qm} = 0, B{P, ,..., P,J = 0, /W, ,.a., 41 = 0. 
2. rpt = @;=I UigPj @ h(i, 3~), fw uZZ x E X, some h(i, x) E K, Ed aij E K. 
3. +Pi = @:sl bib& , bi, E K 
(B) There is u realization of (X, S, Y, 8, A) such that j-proj o h is linear iff 
1. asin 
2. T,R~ = @El cjlP, @ k( j, X) f or all x E X, some h(i, x) E K and ql E K. 
3. +Rj = Or=, d,,& , djr E K. 
(Note. 4: lFsl+ [Fx and t,k lFyl + Fx are not defined here, since they are never used 
anywhere in this paper. For definition see [2]). 
Proof. As given in [7] by exploiting commutativity of the realization diagram. 
Conditions (1) and (3) are superfluous, if we are interested in linear realizability for one 
coordinate. If the coding of X still is to be given, we may very well use $Pi as a part of it. 
Hence we obtain: 
THEOREM 3.2. (A) There is a realization of (X, S, Y, 6, A) such that i-proj o 8 is 
linear ifl there are {PI ,..., P,) C P, , Pi E IFP, such that qi = @j”_, a,jFj for all x E X. 
(B) There is u realization of (X, S, Y, 6, X) such that j-proj 0 x is Zinem $f there are 
Vl ,-*-, Pp.. C P, , Rj E Py such that a = @:=I CjlP, for all x E X. 
Here P, R represent the classes of lFs and IF, resp. where P and R belong. From these 
conditions we obtain a = mxi and s3 = 7,‘Rj for all x, x’ E X. On the other hand 
we may include T$‘~ and T.$j in the coding of S and hence result in the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3.3. (A) There is a realizution of (X, S, Y, 6, A) such that i-proj o 6 is 
linear ifl PI E Psl for some Pi E P, . 
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(B) There is a realization of (X, S, Y, 6, A) such that j-proj 0 x is linear iff Ri E P,l 
for some Ri E [FD, . 
In Theorem 3.1 the constants h(i, x) and k(j, X) represent the influence of h,(x) on 
the linear functions. If there is no influence, these constants are equal to 0. Hence by 
the same argument as above, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 3.4. (A) There is a realization of (X, S, Y, 6, h) such that i-proj o 6 is linear 
and independent of h,(x) aff Pi E l&‘for some P, E [T9, . 
(B) There is a realization of (X, S, Y, 6, A) such that j-proj 0 h is linear and inde- 
pendent of hx(x) ifl Ri G I&? for some Rj E py . 
The theorems given here are used in the next section to solve the question for linear 
and partial linear realization of finite automata. 
4. DECOMPOSITION WITH LINEAR PARTS 
If for a given automaton A there are realizations with linear parts, then this realization 
has the following general form: 
There are two kinds of question to be asked about the general realization (*): 
(i) Is there a realization (*) such that one or some of the Ai’s are trivial/nontrivial ? 
(ii) Is there a realization (*) such that one or some of the arrows are redundant ? 
Trivial here means one state for A, or A, and one output symbol for & or A, . 
Let us first consider (i). There always exist realizations such that A, and/or A, are 
nontrivial and/or such that A, and/or A, are trivial. Hence all situations of interest are 
treated in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4.1, For a given automaton A = (X;S, Y, 6, X) there is a realization of 
the form (*) where: 
(a) A, is nontrivialifl /W’s1 < 1, 
(b) A, is nontrivial zzBp,l < 1, 
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(c) d42 is trivial iff /3IFD,” = 0, 
(d) A, is trivia2 ifl/3L?‘y1 = 0, 
(e) z4z and A, are trivial iff /WY* = 0. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are in fact reformulations of Theorem 3.3 since Pi $ K, Rj 6 K and 
Pi E [FDS1, Rj E PY1 iff BPS1 < 1 and /3PY1 < 1. 
(b) If A, is trivial, we have used {R, ,..., R,) C PY1 for coding I-. From 
,3{R, ,..., R,} = 0 we conclude /3!PY1 = 0. If /WY l = 0 take any subset (R, ,..., R,) C PyL 
satisfying /?{R, ,..., R,} == 0 for coding. 
(c) From Theorem 3.1 we know that Aa is trivial iff S is coded using {PI ,..., P,) 
such that rZPj == @y=, aZjP, for all i = l,..., n and x E X. Let us assume 7r,Pi == 
cy= i afjP, for all i == l,..., 71 and all x E X* of length k. Then for all x :-= xx’ E X* of 
length k - I we obtain 
Hence we proved by induction that Pi E IFP, li for all k and all i -= l,..., n. Therefore 
{Pl ,..., P,} C [FD,” and from ,B{Pl ,..., P,} = 0 we conclude BPS” = 0. 
If on the other hand BP,” = 0 we may use {PI ,..., P,} = I?‘,” for coding. In this case 
71,Pi == Pj E {PI ,...) P,} for all i and by Theorem 3.2 we get a linear realization. 
(e) This is in fact Corollary 4.2 of [7] and proven there. 
Let us now come back to question (ii), whether there are realizations of the form (;i.) 
such that one or the other arrow is redundant. 
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Elimination of arrows (7), (8), (9) and (10) may b e settled using methods described in [2]. 
Arrow (6) is of no interest since it can always be omitted repeating the computation of A, 
in A,. Hence we are left with the arrows (l), (2), (3), (4) and (5) and therefore with 32 
possible cases. All cases are discussed in [6-j. Since the methods for output-behaviour are 
quite similar to those for state-behaviour, let us concentrate on arrows (l), (2) and (3) 
which leaves us with eight cases. The case with no arrow missing is dealt with in Theorem 
4.1. 
THEOREM 4.2. T&e is a non-trivial realization of the form 
Proof. If @P;’ < 1, then Pg’ # K. Use {PI ,..., P,) = P;’ for partial coding. If 
there is a realization of the above form, then there is a P 4 K and P E Pz’. From this we 
conclude @‘;l < 1. 
THEOREM 4.3. There is a non-trivial realization of the form 
;s/!?Bp~” < 1. 
Proof. If j?lP,m < 1, then Psm # K. We then use {PI ,..., Pn} = Psm for partial 
coding. We know z = pj E IF,” for all i E {I,..., n} and x E .X. If there is a realization 
of the above form then there are PI ,..., P,, , Pi $ K such that a = @j”=i aijPj for 
i = I,..., n. Similar as in the proof of Theorem 4.1~ we conclude {PI ,..., P,) C Psm and 
hence p!Psm < 1. 
THEOREM 4.4. There is a non-trivial realization of the form 
iff BP,1 < 1 and there is a partition T with the substitution property (see [2]) such that 
#lPs’- * T = 0. 
Proof. If /3Psr < 1 and there exists T with the above properties then we may take 
P 1 ,.*a, Pa , Pn, ,***s P,,, for coding, where {PI ,..., P,) = P,l and nE,+, olpi = T. The 
substitution property of T yields a serial decomposition (see [2]) and linearity of the tail- 
machine is proved as in Theorem 4.la. If there is a realization of the above form then 
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there must be a partition T with the substitution property and if PI ,..., P, are responsible 
for the partial coding used for the tail-machine, then T . I-J,“=, olPi = 0. At the other hand 
(Pl >.-*, P,} C P,l from previous remarks, and hence /3P,r < 1 and BPS1 . T = 0. 
The proofs of the following theorems are left as exercises. 
THEOREM 4.5. There is a non-trivial realization of the form 
THEOREM 4.6. There is a non-trivial realization of the form 
ifJ/W,” < 1 and there is a partition T with the substitutionproperty sych that j3[Fpi1 . T = 0. 
THEOREM 4.7. There is a non-trivial realization of the form 
~~fi~,~ < 1 and there is apartition T with the substitutionpyopedy such that ,k?pSm . T = 0, 
THEOREM 4.8. There is a non-trivial realization of the form 
1 
rl q 
;sf~~I?,= < I and there is a partition T with the substitituon property such that /3(rps= . T = 0. 
Autonomous state-behaviour may also be characterized within our terminology. 
THEOREM 4.9. There is a realization of the form 
4 
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Proof. If ,t?PS= = 0 then the use of {PI ,..., P,} = P,= obviously gives the result. 
At the other hand, it is well known that every autonomous automaton can be realized 
linearly. Hence the result follows by a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.1~. 
5. CANONICAL DECOMPOSITION 
The techniques and results derived so far allow us to prove the existence of a canonical 
decomposition of a given automaton, which makes maximal use of possible linearity, 
or conversely singles out the “hard core” of non-linearity. For the sake of simplicity we 
concentrate on the state behaviour of automata. Output can be treated similarly. 
THEOREM 5.1. For every automaton (X, S, Y, 8, h) there is a realization of the form 
such that the linear parts are “maximal”, i.e. if PiSl ,..., Pi,+ci) is used in coding S to produce 
Ai , i = 1,2, 3, and if there is another realization of the same form using pi,l ,..., piSrnti) , 
i = 1, 2, 3 for this purpose, then (pi,, ,..., pii,WLf~~) C (Pi,l ,..., Pi,%(i)), i = 1, 2, 3, where 
(PI >“.> P,,$ denotes the vector space generated by PI ,..., P,,, . 
Proof. We use the following set of mappings: 
P l.l ,-.., Pl.n(l) such that C1”,,, ,.-, fil,d = ES= 
P 2.1 ,.*., Pz.n(z) such that {p2,,, ,..., P2.nd = F,“\Es~ 
P 3.1 ,..., P3.n~3) such that {p3.1 ,..., ~3,nd = Fsl\F.? 
p Pk 1 ,a.*, such that (PI ,..., P,J n [F,$= 0 
and ({PI ,..., Pk} u Fss’) = IF, . 
j-proj o 8 for this realization is not unique by commutativity of the realization diagram 
We define 
(i - proj 0 @(h&), b44) = (beds) + CA, 
for all Pj E PS2 and arbitrary for Pj # PS2. From rr[FD,= _C P,-, rPSrn _C P, and T$‘,~ C PS1, 
we conclude the form of our realization indicated in the theorem. From previous results 
we know that any realization of this form must use subsets of the spaces we used. 
Remark. We actually proved not only. 
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but 
which is a stronger result. However we did this by using a very uneconomical realization. 
The theorem holds, if we do not use [F,l for coding, but a basis of [F,l which contains a 
basis of IF,” and one of IF,=. As a second remark we note that A, and its relation to A, in 
our realization in both forms can be refined further. 
LEMMA 5.1. In the realization of Theorem 5.1, the automaton A, can be replaced b> 
where Psh # P,” and Pt+’ = PSm. 
PYOO~. We know that rIFD,n C P;lr-’ for all n. H ence we are through if we chose a basis 
of [Fsl which contains a basis for each Es”, n = 1, 2 ,..., k. 
Finally we want to point out that our results depend heavily on the definition chosen 
for “realization”. In the case of linear realization this is justified by the fact that if there 
is a linear realization in a more general sense, then there is one in the restricted sense we 
adopted. However, this is not true for realization with linear parts, as we will show in the 
following. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A = (X, S, Y, 6, A) . IS realized homomorphically by 4’ = (X’, S’, 
Y’, S’, h’), if A is a homomorphic image of a subautomaton of A’. 
Friedman in [l] has shown that any finite automaton can be realized homomorphically 
by a composition of the form 
x . . . 
t 
> ---+Y 
> 
L ; c 
where C is a mapping into Y x K and the connections are interpreted a little differently as 
we do in this paper. However, if we rearrange the picture for the state behavior: 
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where 
and 
and 
c’ = (P-1 x Xl, K, ( j>, 6, ) A,?), 
C’((k2 ,..., A,-, , xl ,..., xc , x), kl) = C(k, ,..., k, , xl ,..., xz , x). 
All parts except possibly C’ are linearly realizable. Hence we have the following result. 
THEOREM 5.2. For every automaton (X, S, Y, 6, X) there is a homomorphic realization 
of the form 
X 
I 
where A, has only 1 K 1 states, i.e. in this realization all but one coordinates are linear. 
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